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“The ideologies of States are reflected in their human settlement
policies. These being powerful instruments for change, they must
not be used to dispossess people from their land or entrench
privilege and exploitation.”
First UN Conference on Housing and Human Settlements (1976)1
Israel’s law, policy and implementing institutions in the housing and land sectors exemplify the common strategies of
other colonial and apartheid regimes to eliminate indigenous peoples physically and/or spatially from their habitats
and coveted lands by various types of force. Those former systems have involved a composite of acts now classified
and prohibited in contemporary law among the most-serious international crimes of apartheid2 and population
transfer.3 While other examples of apartheid arose from already-recognized states, Israel remains unique in that the
tools of apartheid are enshrined in its founding instruments and protostate institutions. Those predate the
proclamation of the State of Israel (SoI) in 1948, the same year as Israel’s then close ally, South Africa, formalized
apartheid under the Afrikaner ethnic National Party. However, those colonial institutions survive with their original
purpose to direct housing and land policy with the tools and objectives that meet the international law definition of
apartheid.
One feature of Israel’s housing and land apartheid distinct from southern Africa’s racist colonial regimes is the sheer scale
and objective of the removals by first expelling the majority of the indigenous people, while implanting religiously and
(supposed) racially distinct settlers in their place. While population transfer—with these push-and-pull factors—was
being codified4 and eventually prosecuted5 as a war crime and crime against humanity, Israel’s civilian Zionist institutions
were plotting and perpetrating the same within their growing sphere of influence in Palestine, including through
government bureaus in Western capitals. And despite emerging international humanitarian law (IHL) prohibitions, this
violent form of spatial segregation and fragmentation of the indigenous Palestinian people has been carried out also as
military doctrine of Israeli forces since 1948 by targeting Palestinian homes, shelters and shelter seekers.6 In
complementary fashion, Zionist institutions and persecuting military operations have combined to ensure an unbroken
pattern of dispossession and transfer under Jewish domination over all of historic Palestine until today.

Inhuman acts committed for the purpose of establishing and maintaining domination by one
racial group of persons over any other racial group of persons and systematically oppressing them
International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (Apartheid Convention), 1973, entered
into force 18 July 1976, Article II(e)

What Apartheid?
The 1973 Apartheid Convention7 envisages the crime of apartheid as any of a catalogue of “inhuman acts,” similar—
but not exclusive—to those practiced under the former racist regimes in Namibia, South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia, committed for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a system of racial domination and oppression by
one racial group over another.8 These acts include: “Any legislative… and other measures calculated to prevent a racial
group or groups from participation in the political, social, economic and cultural life of the country and the deliberate
creation of conditions preventing the full development of such a group or groups, in particular by denying to members
of a racial group or groups basic human rights and freedoms, including…the right to leave and to return to their
country, the right to a nationality, the right to freedom of movement and residence…; [and] Persecution of
organizations and persons, by depriving them of fundamental rights and freedoms, because they oppose apartheid.”9
The Convention further requires declaring as criminal all organisations, institutions, and individuals involved in
perpetrating the crime of apartheid,10 while also allowing for individual criminal responsibility for members and agents
of such entities that have taken part in the commission, incitement to, or abetting of said crime “irrespective of the
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motive involved.”11 The definition also refers to intent and the systemic nature of the practice on the part of the
perpetrating state or organisation.12
With Zionism as Israel’s state ideology, its military performance and institutions driving human settlement policies
form the instruments of apartheid,13 making destruction and dispossession of the indigenous Palestinian people’s
habitat the raison d’état of SoI. While the outcomes may compel observers, including even some Israelis, increasingly
to draw this conclusion,14 Israel’s foundational practices of apartheid, population transfer and accompanying crimes
reflect no slow glide into these strictly forbidden acts of state imposing also individual responsibility, but are rooted in
an entrenched system of housing and land deprivation by policy and primordial design. Indeed, apartheid in housing
and land spheres forms the dark heart of the Israeli-Palestine conflict.
How Israeli Apartheid Began
At its inception amid Europe’s late-19th-Century context of racist theories and ethno-nationalisms, the Zionist
Movement (ZM) sought to carve out an ethnically exclusive “Jewish state.” But the ZM lacked all the classic
Montevideo criteria15 of a state: (1) a defined territory of effective control; (2) a distinct population (people or
peoples) and (3) institutions carrying out public functions, including international relations.16
The land the ZM coveted—i.e., Palestine—rightly belonged to its indigenous Palestinian people, and the claim of
representing a “Jewish people” was—and always will remain—contested.17 Therefore, the ZM prioritized the
establishment of institutions that could compel the other two statehood criteria to materialize. These foundational
institutions enshrine the elements of apartheid practiced by them and SoI ever since.
Since the beginning, the World Zionist Organization (WZO), established 1897, and its 1929-founded sister institution,
the Jewish Agency (JA), had sought recognition as public bodies under international public law.18 They have long
carried out public functions, including the direction and implementation of human-settlement policy19 with funding
shared20 with the Government of Israel (GoI) since 1948.21 Certain WZO/JA affiliates, especially the Jewish National
Fund (JNF), also carry out public functions in housing, development and land administration based on principles of
“racial” discrimination and separation to favour persons of Jewish faith.
The consistent WZO program and strategy have pursued “agricultural colonization [of Palestine] based on [exclusive]
Jewish labour” and land acquisition, or “redeeming” land as “inalienable”; i.e., for Jewish possession “in perpetuity.”
To manage the material dimensions (finance and acquisitions) of colonizing Palestine, the 5th Zionist Congress (1901)
founded the Jewish National Fund (JNF) as a subsidiary of the WZO and its eventual sister organization, the JA. In
1905, JNF began purchasing lands in Palestine.
The JNF’s charter explicitly restricts its benefits “whether directly or indirectly, to those of Jewish race or
descendency”22 (emphasis added). It’s chartered purpose and “primary objective” were—and remain—to “acquire
lands in Palestine”23 and to “promote the interests of Jews in the prescribed region.”24
In decoding SoI’s Zionist law and policy of housing and land administration, any reference to these parastatal
institutions25 in public functions means a statutory obligation to discriminate against all others. The JNF charter also
stipulates that, “upon [its] dissolution…any properties whatsoever…shall be transferred to the Government of
Israel,”26 further affirming its public and state functions.
The close working relationship of the WZO/JA and JNF to the British Mandate Administration emerged as a shadow
government in Palestine, leading up to the SoI’s 1948 proclamation.27 Those specialized colonial, apartheid and
population-transfer institutions were soon fused to SoI by a series of legislative acts of Knesset (parliament), including:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

World Zionist Organization-Jewish Agency (Status) Law (1952);
Keren Kayemet Le-Israel [Jewish National Fund] Law (1953);
Covenant with Zionist Executive (1954, amended 1971);
Basic Law: Israel Lands [People’s Lands] (1960);
Agricultural Settlement Law (1967).

The WZO/JA and JNF remain pillars of Israel's discriminatory systems of housing, urban planning and development,
and land administration. They advise, draft, promote and implement laws and policies that discriminate—not
explicitly, but with deference to their apartheid charters—against the indigenous Palestinian Arab population of Israel,
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comprising 20% of SoI’s citizens. They likewise discriminate materially against the roughly five million Palestinians in
the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt), as well as today’s seven million dispossessed and dispersed Palestinian
refugees and internally displaced persons, by administering those population-transfer victims’ properties Israel
confiscated during and after its largely JNF-funded war and ethnic cleansing of much of Palestine in 1947–49.28
Palestinian Refugee Land and Housing
The Nakba (catastrophe), beginning with the events of 1947–48, involved Zionist forces conducting 31 calculated
massacres of some 5,000 Palestinians29 in strategically located Palestinian villages to spread terror throughout the
indigenous Palestinian population,30 and the subsequent depopulation and razing of at least 531 Palestinian villages.31
This amounted to some 154–156,000 demolished Palestinian homes,32 among an untold number of other structures.
Israeli forces imposed a closed military zone over those localities to prevent refugee return and extended martial law
over the surviving Palestinian communities for the next 20 years. JNF subsequently reforested most of those former
village sites to cover the crimes.33
In January 1949, shortly after the Armistice Agreements were signed, the GoI conferred one million dunums (100,000
ha) of the Palestinian refugees’ land and other properties to the JNF and, in October 1950, another 1.2 million dunums
(120,000 ha). A JNF spokesperson explained the tactical meaning of these land transfers as ensuring that JNF “will
redeem the lands and will turn them over to the Jewish people—to the people and not the state, which in the current
composition of population cannot be an adequate guarantor of Jewish ownership.”34

In September 1953, the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Properties executed a contract transfering “ownership” of all
Palestinian lands under his control to the Israeli Department of Construction and Development (IDCD). The price for
these properties was to be retained by IDCC as a loan. Meanwhile, the Custodian conveyed the “ownership” of
Palestinian houses and commercial buildings in cities to JNF affiliate Amidar, a quasi-public Israeli company founded to
implant settlers,35 and thus began an unbroken pattern of systemic “race-based” segregation and dispossession to this
day. By 1953, those properties had been transferred at least three times, thus hampering the restitution, return and
other forms of reparation to which the refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) remain entitled.36
Nationality vs. Citizenship
With regard to the Apartheid Convention’s consideration of inhuman acts, the denial of nationality to members of a
racial group, Israel’s two-tiered civil status and the corresponding legal provisions are central to the housing and land
apartheid practiced against the Palestinian people as a whole, but particularly against the surviving Palestinians within
the SoI and Jerusalem. However, the denial of “nationality” status to Palestinians does not actually appear explicitly in
the text of a single Israeli law before the 2018 Nation-State Law, but in the implicit subordination to the discriminatory
principles of the parastatal organizations carrying out SoI’s essential housing and land administration functions. In the
absence of a defined “people” criterion of a state, the early WZO/JA and JNF promoted the dual concepts of “Jewish
race or descendency” and “Jewish nationality” ( לאום יהודי/ le’om yahudi) as the basis to benefit from land and
housing, as well as related services. This racially charged concept of “Jewish nationality” has been upheld twice by
Israel’s Supreme Court as the only recognized nationality within the state.37 That distinction remains operable despite
Israel’s deceptive official mistranslation of its Law of “Citizenship” ( אזרחות/ ezrahūt) as a law of nationality ( לאום/
le’om)). While common “Israeli citizenship” is variously accessible as a subordinate status in SoI, no common
“nationality” is.
Israeli planning criteria for statutory recognition of villages are not published, but evident in practice. Many longstanding and populous Arab villages in the southern Naqab remain “unrecognized,” while Jewish settlements, notably
smaller than the legal minimum population criterion, are “recognized” with all rights, privileges and public services
provided. With such a double standard for official recognition of a human settlement in Israel, it is clear that the
operative criterion denying those Palestinian Arab villages their formal status and corresponding rights, including
public services, is the resident citizens’ lack of “Jewish nationality.”38
The JNF’s “Blueprint Negev”39 looms as an example of an Israeli parastatal program with both private and GoI
financing. It favours Jewish settlers’ implantation and development in the ancestral lands and properties of the
Naqab’s indigenous Palestinian population, which is still living marginally among them and holding mere citizenship in
the “Jewish state.”
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Elsewhere inside the Green Line, the SoI and parastatal institutions devote considerable resources to establishing and
expanding Jewish-only towns and neighbourhoods on “state lands” under Israeli planning law. Planning law and
practice embrace the discriminatory provisions of the parastatals that determine eligibility for residence and access to
housing and land. In local and municipal development, Israel’s racist criteria have weaponized the concepts of “social
and cultural fabric” and “social cohesion” to exclude indigenous Palestinians from development opportunities.40 The
Absentees Property Law (1950) and Negev Individual Settlements Law (2011) have operated to deny Palestinians
housing and land, including properties that Palestinian citizens rightfully own.
The Admissions Committees in Israeli Regional Planning Councils have long operated to provide an additional patina of
planning procedure that bans Arabs from housing and land. These bodies ensure a tie-breaking JA majority vote to
discriminate against non-“Jewish nationals” in hundreds of communities in Israel to reject housing applicants for their
“social unsuitability.” In 2009, this customary practice was enshrined in the Admissions Committees Law to prevent
Arab citizens from living with Jews and enforce de facto housing segregation between Jewish and Arab citizens.
Despite 2011 amendments to the law, restricting discrimination, and a Knesset report exposing abuse,41 the Israeli
Supreme Court dismissed numerous petitions challenging the law and discriminatory practice, ruling that the
discriminatory nature of the Admissions Committees did not clearly violate constitutional rights.42
Unconventional Lawfare
Much of Israel’s legislation and jurisprudence does not adhere to international convention for a modern state. Under
Israel’s two-tiered civil status of dominant “Jewish nationals” and less-privileged holders of mere citizenship.43 The
Israel Lands Law (“The People’s Land”) (1960) establishes that lands will be managed, distributed and developed in
accord with the principles of the JNF and its apartheid charter. The Israel Land Administration, also established in
1960, rests on four “cornerstones”: Basic Law: Israel Lands (1960), Israel Land Administration Law (1960), Keren
Kayemet Le-Israel Law (1953) and the 1954 Covenant between SoI and the Zionist Executive (WZO/JA and JNF). The
Israel Land Council (ILC) determines land policy, with the Vice Prime Minister, Minister of Industry, Trade, Labor and
Communications as its chairman, while the 22-member Council is comprised of 12 government ministry
representatives and ten representing the JNF, with its mandatory conditions of Jewish-only beneficiaries.
The Israel Lands Authority Law, Amendment 7 (2009) and a 2010 amendment of the British Mandate-era Land
Ordinance (Acquisition for Public Purposes) (1943) introduced tactical adjustments to the land tenure system. The
former authorized more powers to the JNF in its special status and role in land management. It also established the
Israel Lands Authority (ILA) with increased powers, provided for the granting of private ownership of lands, and set
approval criteria for the transfer of state lands and Development Authority lands to the JNF. The 2010 amendment
“makes sure” that lands expropriated for “public use” do not “revert” to original owners and now can be transferred
to a third party (likely the JNF). Legislation in 2010 also circumvents a precedent-setting Supreme Court judgment44
that obliged authorities to return confiscated land if it were not used for the purpose for which it was confiscated.
According to the amendments, JNF continues to hold six of 13 executive seats in the Israel Lands Authority (which also
can function with just ten members). That ensures JNF’s continued key role, ensuring discrimination against
indigenous Palestinians in the development of policies and programs affecting 93% of lands under Israel’s control.
These amendments allow SoI and the JNF to exchange lands, facilitating “development” through the privatization of
lands owned by the JNF in urban areas. Such swaps allow SoI to receive JNF such land to be privatized (in favor of Jews
only), while the JNF would receive 50–60,000 dunams of land in the Galilee and the Naqab, where the indigenous
population of Palestinian citizens of Israel remain most concentrated.
As in the past, JNF agreed that the new ILA manage its lands within “the principles of the JNF in regards to its lands”
(Article 2). In addition, the JNF committed NIS 100 million (€20.5 million) from its own sources to further develop the
Naqab.
The amendments enable further circumvention of legal oversight and legislate against equality in land-use rights. As
the JNF’s charter excludes non-Jews from benefiting from its land or services, any such transfer of public land to the
JNF prevents citizens’ equal access to land. In other words, the state could more readily “redeem” and “judaize” land
and discriminate against its non-Jewish citizens in the Naqab and Galilee—and elsewhere—by transferring these lands
to the JNF.
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Figure 1: The evolution of Israel’s land-related legislation incrementally converting indigenous Palestinian tenure,
including ownership, to “Israel land” owned by either the state or parastatal Zionist institutions (e.g., JNF). Israel applies
these criteria also in occupied territories in violation of Article 43 of The Hague Regulations, prohibiting the occupying
Power from altering the legal system in an occupied territory. Source: Joseph Schechla, adapting analysis based on
Usama Halabi, “Redeeming the National (Jewish) Fund,” Jewish National Fund (winter–spring 2010),
http://www.stopthejnf.org/explanatory-diagramredeeming-the-national-jewish-fund/.

The 2010 law appears to prevent—or severely impede—Palestinian citizens of Israel from ever reclaiming their Israelconfiscated land. It forecloses such a citizen’s right to demand the return of her/his confiscated land if it were not
used for the public purpose for which it was originally confiscated, if that ownership has been transferred to a third
party, or if not used more than 25 years after confiscation. Well over 70 years have passed since Israel’s confiscated
the vast majority of Palestinian land inside Israel, including the Naqab, while the ownership of large tracts of land has
been transferred to third parties, including Zionist institutions such as the “racially” exclusive JNF.
The ILA rationalizes its policy of restricting bids for JNF-owned lands to Jews only by citing the 1961 Covenant between
the state and JNF. Under that statute, ILA is obliged to respect the objectives of the JNF, which include the acquisition
of land "for the purpose of settling Jews."45 Thus, JNF serves as SoI’s subcontractor for discrimination based on a
constructed “Jewish race and nationality,” but not for other Israeli citizens.
Occupied Territories: Jerusalem, West Bank, Gaza Strip, Syrian Golan
Israel’s housing and land regimes contravene fundamental principles of IHL, including the prohibition against the
occupier altering the legal system46 and transfer of its own population in the IHL-protected territory.47 With the 1970
Zionist Congress decision nominally to divide WZO/JA territorial roles, WZO cooperates with JNF also to ensure
demographic change and illegal settler-colony construction throughout the 1967-occupied territories.48 The apartheidchartered JNF only leases the lands it purchases and illegally acquires to Jews, with the help of the GoI, and currently
controls over 2,500km2 of Palestinian land in Israel and over 14% of land in oPt.
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In the West Bank, for example, local law empowered the High Planning Council (HPC), operating under the (Jordanian)
Minister of Planning. As of June 1967, the Military Government of Israel (MGoI) began administering the occupied
territory by Military Orders (M.O.s), transferring planning authority to "anyone appointed by the commander,"49 who
also appoints other members of the HPC. The HPC has maintained three subcommittees for: (1) Israeli settlement, (2)
(Palestinian) house demolitions and (3) local planning and development. The first of these secretive subcommittees
has organized and sanctioned transfer, demolition and settler implantation activity classified as war crimes.50 The third
of these, as its name indicates, oversees physical planning and development in Palestinian town and villages, and still
operates in 61% of the West Bank designated Areas C during the Oslo II (1995) phase of occupation.51 Traditionally
rural Area C, excluding East Jerusalem, is now home to at least 385,900 Israeli settlers52 among approximately 300,000
Palestinians.53
In 1971, the Israeli military commander further institutionalized discrimination and further negated the indigenous
law by issuing M.O. 418. The order authorizes the Israeli HPC to “amend, cancel, or condition the validity of any plan
or permit.” Formalizing an arbitrary basis of discrimination, M.O. 418 authorizes the same HPC to “exempt any person
from the obligation to obtain a permit required under the Law,”54 which privilege is bestowed on Jewish settlers to
facilitate their lawless construction and colonization on Palestinian territory. Israel’s Apartheid Wall construction has
imposed further punitive measures, including a Palestinian construction ban, also applied retroactively, across a swath
of 60 m on either side of the Wall.
MGoI planning authorities lavishly allot oPt land to Jewish settlers, banning Palestinian building within a 500m radius
around each colony’s edge. The planning maps remain largely inaccessible to the public, and especially to the
Palestinian public. However, available data indicate that occupation authorities have allotted over 40% of all West
Bank land to settler colonies as building, planning and development zones.55 WZO has been the principal factor in
settler-colony—including outpost—planning and construction.56 More recently, JNF has announced expanding its
acquisition of lands and properties in Area C.57
Home demolitions remain the most dramatic manifestation of Palestinian housing rights denials across the country, with
Israeli occupation forces razing over 55,000 Palestinian homes in the oPt since 1967.58 In the oPt, these fall into roughly
four categories: (1) Punitive demolitions (3%), including collective punishments against families of security-offense
suspects; (2) administrative demolitions in East Jerusalem and Area C for lack of a building permit, which Israeli planning
authorities deny to 97% of Palestinian applicants; (3) land-clearing and military operations (about 66% of demolitions
since 1967), whereby Israeli forces variously clear land, including for extrajudicial executions; and (4) undefined
demolitions, mainly resulting from land-clearing operations and Palestinian depopulation.59
Israel has concentrated on the de-Palestinianization of occupied Jerusalem, illegally annexed by Israel in 1980, for
which the UN Security Council has repeatedly condemned Israel60 and determined any resulting changes to the
physical character, demographic composition, institutional structure and status to be illegal, null and void.61 These
crimes now particularly target Jerusalem Palestinian neighborhoods of Silwan,62 Sheikh Jarrah, the eastern periphery
areas E1 and Khan al-Ahmar/Abu Helu villages,63 as well as the Old City. Since 2017 legislation has facilitated this
demographic manipulation, and hampered Palestinians’ access to justice.64 These settler assaults on Palestinian
tenure are facilitated by biased judges,65 including settler/judges, as in the case of the al-Kurd family of Sheikh
Jarrah.66
Lawfare against Palestinian Jerusalemites’ housing and land rights complement draconian restrictions on their
residency status in their own capital city.67 These old and new measures involve the separation of families,68 despite
the International Law Commission determination that “the forcible transfer of members of a group, particularly when
it involves the separation of family members, could also constitute genocide.”69
In the Syrian Golan, Israel’s occupation has prevented the Syrian population from using more than 30% of the lands
belonging to the six villages (about 5% of the total Golan) that remained of the two cities, 163 villages and 108 farms
in 1967. Israeli forces had expelled 135–150,000 indigenous Syrians, preventing their return and forbidding the
remaining Syrians from movement within their own country. 70 After the 1967 War, Israel confiscated the depopulated
land for exclusive Jewish use under classifications such as “state” or “absentee” lands that JNF, WZO and/or the Israeli
government bodies have claimed for “Jewish nationals.” To date, Israel has expropriated over 95% of the Golan
(1,250k2),71 while refusing to acknowledge the vast majority of Syrian public or private ownership of any land.72
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Israeli planning law also establishes elected Regional Planning Councils with JA—in Golan’s case, acting as WZO—as
ultimate decision maker with a guaranteed majority of votes. With the WZO/JA bound by its common charter to
exclude and, thereby, materially discriminate against the indigenous population as charter principle, Israel’s physicalplanning regime systematically denies building permits to Golan’s Arab households and continuously demolishes
Syrian structures, while facilitating illegal settler-colony expansion.73 In 2016, for example, 80–90 households faced
“administrative” (effectively punitive) demolition of their homes.74

Conclusion
With Zionism as the ideology of state, its foundational apartheid-chartered institutions largely determine housing and
land law, policy and practice, ensuring these powerful instruments for change dispossess the indigenous Palestinian
people from their land and housing, entrenching privilege and exploitation in favour of the dominant group of “Jewish
race or decendency.”
Historically and today, in any jurisdiction in which they operate, including extraterritorially, the WZO/JA and JNF also
have been principal bodies promoting the concepts of “Jewish race” and "Jewish nationality," formally assigned in
Israeli law and policy as the unique civil status that confers full economic, social and cultural rights. Claiming "the
Jewish people" as its exclusive constituency, and with “Jewish nationality” twice upheld by the Israeli Supreme Court
as the only nationality legally recognized within the state,75 apartheid is the modus operandi wherever those
organizations operate inside historic Palestine, or extraterritorially, where they also claim private and
nongovernmental tax-exempt charity and environmental-friendly in some 50 other countries.76
In Israeli public parlance, “people,” “public,” “national,” “redeeming land,” “Jewish,” “democracy,” “law,”
“settlement,” “citizen,” and “social cohesion” have idiomatic meanings as euphemisms to conceal the apartheid
reality. However, disambiguating these Zionist institutions, their charters, and SoI’s corresponding legislation, policy,
and military doctrine are vital to unravelling the deception that camouflages the grave damage Israeli apartheid
continues to wreak on the Palestinians people as a whole, but also variously harms persons of Jewish faith and citizens
of other countries.
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